
John Worcester 

From: Jack Johnson [writejacknow@yahoo.com) 
Sent; Tuesday, November 24, 20094:46 PM 
To: John Worcester 
Subject: RE: CORA request 

What they should do is just tum over the EC decisions to me. I have never been in more of a mood to be a 
dictator! 

No need to trouble yourself over the blogs. When I said crap I meant real crap instead ofjust the offensive 
bullshit that:MM usually posts. 

In response to the piece on the AT about the EC (from today) it's poor harvie who has never even seen a 
punctuation mark or a capital letter and reads as though he's writing it drunk and then some nonsense from 
someone in NC (you know the election integrity community membership whack jobs...) and poor poor EM 
disguised as some other bitch.... .1 mean someone else. 

The tenible sadness of it all leads me to believe MM's either done or really really tired. She looked awful last 
night and I was really surprised she didn't come back after the Exec. 

I hear there's a rift in the red ant.. .... 

Like that would be surprising after MM threw EM under the bus. I used to never use that phrase..... 

OR, AND NO TO AIRJNG THE IMAGES IN FUTIJRE OR STRINGS. I NEVER THOUGHT I'D SAY IT 
BUT THERE'S SUCH A THING AS TOO MUCH TRANSPARENCY. 

And here's why. Only crazy people (regardless ofwhether they are nice or not) would be interested and the 
MEAN crazy people will use the information to bad ends--as we've had demonstratyd. And the regular folk 
don't know what to think. 

And as to how we vote in future--I really don't care. I've told Rob Richie (Fairvote) for months that Aspen 
doesn't deserve IRV. It's too good a system for us. It's too intelligent and we really want to fight like the mean 
nasty selfish people we a;re..... 

jack 

--- On Tue, 11124/09, John Worcester <John. Worcestet@ci.aspen.co.us> wrote: 

From: John Worcester <John.Worcester@ci.aspen.co.us>
 
Subject: RE: CORA request
 
To: "Jack Jolmson" <writejacknow@yahoo.com>
 
Cc: "Jim True" <Jim.True@ci.aspen.co.us>
 
Date: Tuesday, November 24,2009,3:42 PM
 

I think'the EC will have some good issues to deal with. If we continue to have IRV, there will need to be some 
adjustments. Do we show the images to the public? Do we shuffle the ballots and the strings (if they are released to the 
public), etc. 
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